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Mieux Accueillir
les personnes handicapées
Producer notes
{Notice to the reader about accessibility: This document meets the Government of Québec SGQRI 008-02 standard to be accessible to anybody, disabled or not. All notices between braces are alternative texts for images, abbreviations or to describe any other information conveyed by sensory characteristics that transmits information, indicates an action, prompts a response, or distinguishes a visual element.
This document was made accessible by service Adaptation de l'Information en Médias Substituts of Institut Nazareth et Louis-Braille being part of CISSS Montérégie-Centre.
955, d'Assigny – door 139
Longueuil (Québec) J4K 5C3
Phone: 450 463-1710, ext. 346
Toll free: 1 800 361-7063, ext. 346
Fax: 450 670-0220
E-mail: braille.inlb@ssss.gouv.qc.ca
Notes: Make sure you modified your Jaws' reading parameters by activating language detection and most punctuations reading.}
Disability etiquette: People with visual impairments
Visual impairments present as the permanent inability to see fine details, to identify people and objects in the surrounding area, and to move about in an unfamiliar environment, even when eyeglasses or contact lenses are worn.
People with visual impairments may use braille or a screen reader with a speech mode to communicate. These readers convert text into speech.
People with visual impairments may use a white cane, a seeing-eye dog or ask someone for help in order to move about safely.
Disability etiquette tips
Make sure the premises are accessible by keeping the entranceway, hallways and doors unobstructed.
If the doors don't open automatically, keep them completely open or closed.
To describe a place or give directions, use specific words (for example, left, right, straight ahead, in back).
Don't raise your voice.
Ask first before offering to guide a person.
If the person asks you for help filling out a form, you can either do so or provide the person with the document in the format that will allow them to do it on their own.
{Box}
Did you know that...
most people with visual impairments have residual vision? In other words, they may see to a certain extent (central vision, peripheral vision, blurred vision, floaters). However, some people are totally blind.
{/Box}
To find out more, see the training videos at ophq.gouv.qc.ca/mieuxaccueillir

